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Ms.( C a n a d a )  I I wish to join others who have spoken before

me, Sir, in extending sincere congratulations on your assumption of the

chairmanship of the Firet Committee. Canada and Poland enjoy a tradition of

close cooperation in this Committee and we are confident that your guidance

will contribute to a productive session. You can be assured of my

delegation’s  ful l  support.

t-1

Our work at last year’s session of the General Assembly had as its

backdrop the serious situation that was created when Iraq occupied and

attempted to annex Kuwait. Saddam Huss~in’s  expansionist campaign was

reversed by the effective action of the Security Council, supported by the

majority of Member States, including Canada. But the price was appallingly

high in loss of life, damage to the environment and suffering.

Now, in this post-Gulf-War, post-cold-war era , waves of democratisation

are surging over diverse regions and former adversaries are reaching landmark

agreements to reduce StOCkpileS of nuclear and conventional weapons.

Conversely, many long-standing disputes have been exacerbated and

long-repressed destructive fc.rces are being unleashed by the process of rapid

and fundamental change - change that also creates new instabilities.

In this context, never has the need been greater nor the opportunity more

clearly present to ensure that the principles of the United Nations Charter

govern the emerging international order. Our task is nothing less than the

creation of a new, over-arching security framework based on the rule of

international law. Canada fully shares the view, expressed here earlier in
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the week by Under-Secretatry-General Akashi, that the international community

must embrace a muLtidimensional  concept of security. In this regard, let me

also recall the opening statement by Brazil, in which Ambassador Sardenberg

sketched out the fundamental interrelationship between democracy, development

and disarmament.

It is now patently clear that the processes of arms control and

disarmament are essential elements in the broader pl=ocess  of building and

maintaining itternational  peace and security. Canada is convinced that the

First Cornmitteb  has an important and indeed irreplaceable role to play in

advancing arms-control and disarmament objectives. While certain init iat ives

are most effectively pursued at a bilateral or regional level, other

disarmamenk goals, because their realisation depends on the active support of

a l l  mi l i tar i ly  s ign i f i cant  Sta tes , require the attention of the international

community. It is incumbent upon all of us to redouble our efforts to ensure

that this Committee plays its full part in securing progress on disarmament

issues. We must strive to ensure that multilateralism in the disarmament

sphere  fu l f i l s  i t s  pos i t i ve  potent ia l .

Iraq’s actions during the Gulf War highlighted the urgent need for the

international community to step up its efforts to address effectively the

proliferation of weapons of mass destrution and to consider ways of

discouraging excessive accumulations of conventional arms. Canada is

committed to energetically pursuing these issues, both in their horizontal and

in their vertical dimensions.
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At the spring session of the Disarmament Commission and in opening

statements before this Committee, concrete suqgestions  have been made

concerning how better to utilise multilateral arms-control bodies to promote

broador dialogue on proliferation issues. Canada welcomes these proposals and

1oJks forward to studying them further.

In the area of nuclear weapons, Canada commends the laadership  and vision

demonstrated in the unilateral measures and proposals announced by President

Bush last month. We also welcome the equally positive announcements by

President Gorbachev in response. These bold steps build on the solid basis of

the Stragetic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) and clearly demonstrate the

commitment of the United States and the Soviet Union seriously to pursue

nuclear disarmament. The withdrawal of naval nuclear weapons from ships and

submarines is a particularly welcome decision and a step that Canada has long

advocated.

The elimination of most categories of land-based tactical nuclear weapons

is another extremely positive component of these initiatives and one which

will further enhance confidence and security. The reduction in alert status

of bombers reflects the tremendous relaxatlon of tensions between the

super-Powers and will further contribute to the lowering of such tensions.

Canada is also pleased to note that the United States and the Soviet

Union have agreed to engage in discussions on non-nuclear defences against

ballistic m.rlssiles and to explore the prospects for moving towards greater

reliance on defensive systems. In this context, Canada reiterates its support

for the 1972 Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems.
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In the area of preventing horisontal  nuclear proliferation, there have

been very positive developments over the last year. The Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons - the NPT - has been bolstered

substantially in recent months by the accessions of Lithuania, South Africa,

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Canada wholeheartedly welcome8 these States as

parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and looks

forward to the accession of other countries that have taken tke decision to

join, including Angola, China, France and Namibia. Canada also commeads

Argentina and Brazil for their cooperation, in consultation with the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in developing A  tr i lateral

safeguards system that has the potential to meet regional security needs while

at the same time satisfying world-wide non-proliferation concerna.

However, there remain regions where nuclear proliferation arouses

substantial concern. One of these is the Korean peninsula, where the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea still refuses to fulfil its obligation

as a party to the Treaty on the Won-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to

conclude a safeguards agreement with IAEA. Canada looks forward to the early

conclusion of such an agreement and to its early ratification and

implementation.

Another area of nuclear-proliferation concern is the South Asian region.

Canada strongly urges all countries in the region that have not already done

so to accede to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons without

further delay. If States of the region are not prepared to accede to that

Treaty at this time, other measures to reduce tensions based on proliferation

and to build confidence and security should be pursued as a matter of

pr ior i ty . The agreement between India and Pakistan, committing each to
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refrain from attacking the other's nuclear facilities in the event of

confl ict ,  is  a  valuable f irst  step upon which other init iat ives  could be

b u i l t . The objective of such a process should be to strengthen confidence and

security, taking into account, as a matter of primary importance, the need for

assurances with respect to nuclear non-proliferation, aimed at assuaging both

regional and international concerns.

Under-Secretary-General Akashi highlighted in his statement the

increasing emphasis that the General Assembly and the Disarmament Commission

have been placing on regional disarmament and on confidence- and

security-building measures* Many delegations in their opening statements have

drawn attention to specific examples of continuing progress in this area,

progress which complements efforts at the bilateral aAd multilateral levels.

As my colleague from Finland said, regional disarmament is working.

Canada has long attached great importance to regional confidence- and

security-building, and continues to play an active role in this regard in the

context of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).  One

of the urgent issues currently facing the CSCE is the resurgence of

nationalist, ethnic and religious antagonisms which threaten peace and

stability and the consolidation of democracy in Europe. It  is  for this  reason

that Canada has made the enhancement  of the CSCE machinery for the prevention

and resolution of conflicts a key priority. In order to respond to the

diverse challenges in Europe, the CSCE must use all of the tools at its

disposal ,  including regular poli t ical  consultat ions and i ts  new inst i tut ions

and mechanisms.
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’The Conflict Prevention Centre should be permitted to realise its full

potential in assisting the Council of Foreign Ministers in conflict risr

reduction. Mediation, conciliation, fact-finding, monitoring and

peace-keeping miss ions should al l  f o r m  part  o f  the package of  tools  avai lable

to Heads of Government or foreign ministers in managing and resolving

conf l i c t s . We believe we must explore all avenues that might assist us in

building a democratic and peaceful Europe.

t-1

As a strong supporter of the proposal for an Open Skies regime covering

the area from Vancouver to Vladivostok, Canada particularly welcomes the

decision reached on 16 October to resume negotiations in early November.

Recalling the high priority which the member States of the European Comnunity

attached to Open Skies in their statement to this Committee, we urge all

participating States to conclude these negotiations successfully before the

main follow-up meeting of the CSCE, to be held in Helsinki in 1992. We

believe that the transparency resulting f r o m  an Open Skies regime would serve

to strengthen stability and enhance predictability, and that it would

facilitate the arms control and disarmament process in the region Covbred.
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Canada has also been involved in a recently launched initiative to

consider security matters at the Organisation of American States. At the

General Assembly of that organisation in June, two resolutions were adopted by

consensus which called for a study on security-related issues. We hope that

this study, which is under way, will lend support to international

non-proliferation efforts and will considar  regional arrangements tailored to

the particular needs of the hemisphere that might go beyond what can be agreed

globally.

The &ree United Nations Regional Centres for Peace and Disarmament  have

consistently demonstrated the positive contribution they can mke in promoting

regional dialogue as well as confidence- and securityibuilding measures. The

Department for Disarmament Affairs is also to be commended for its sponsorship

of timely conferencee  on topical disarmament issues, such as the very

successful Conference held in Kyoto in May 1991.

Another area of the Department's w o r k  of strong interest to Canada is the

establishment of a consolidated database of published materials - provided by

members - on all aspects of verification and compliance, as requested in

General Assembly resolution 45162 F. During this session of the First

Committee, I will submit to the Department for Disarmament Affairs and provide

to members of this Committee a "Bibliography on Arms Control Verification"

prepared by the Canadian Government. This bibliography, which contains more

than 1500 titles, includes publications and submissions from Governments  and

international organioations  as well as the research community's literature on

the subject. A s  I  sa id  la s t  year , Canada hopes that other members with

relevant experience in the field of verification will make similar

contributions. The usefulness of the databank will be determined, in large

measure, by the support it receives from Member States.
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As a co-sponsor of an annual resolution calling for the conclusion of a

comprehensive nuclearYest-ban  treaty, Canada attaches high priority to the

realisation of this fundamental objective. We welcome the stimulating

discussion on a nuclear-test ban at the Conference on Disarmament during this

year’s session aAd the valuable work of the Group of Scientific Experts,

including the second technical test concerning the global exchange and

analysis of seismic data. We look forward to further consideration of this

important issue at the 1992 session of the Conference on Disarmament. Canada

also believes that it is time for the United States and the Soviet Union to

redouble their  efforts  to build on the basis  of  exist ing bi lateral  test ing

l imi ta t ions . Unilateral steps, while welcome, cannot be a substitute for the

negotiation of binding measures leading to the conclusion of an effectively

verifiable ban on all nuclear-test explosions.

The nightmare of chemical warfare, which arose in all its horror in the

First World War, was long thought to have become a thing of the past. Events

of the last decade, and of the past  year,  h a v e  disabused us  of  this  i l lusion.

The negotiations of the Conference on Disarmament’s on a chemical weapons

convention have made significant headway over the past year. None the less,

important differences on crucial issues remain and must be overcome before a

global, comprehensive and effectively verifiable chemical weapons ban can be

concluded. We believe that these issues can be resolved in 1992. Together

with Poland, Canada will introduce a draft reeolutioA to the First Committee

that we trust will send a strong message to the Conference on Disarmament to

intensify its efforts towards the achievement of this goal.
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Canada is particularly heartened by the outcome of the recently concluded

Third Review Conference of the Parties to the biological and toxin weapons

Convention. Clearly, the international community was galvanised by real

concerns that such weapons could recently have been used. As a result ,

substantial progress was made at the Review Conference in improving and

supplementing agreed confidence-building measures to enhance transparency in

what are very complex fields of ehdeavour. This was a key accomplishment, and

one that will now require efforts at the national level by all States parties

to th Convention to give the confidence-building measures substantial meaning

and effect.

Canada is also pleased that the issue of verification of the biological

and toxin weapons Convention will receive a thorough examination in an ad hoc

group of governmental experts open to all States parties. Canada intends to

participate actively in this  important study.

We were similarly satisfied with consideration of article VIII of the

Convention, which addresses the relationship of the biological and toxin

weapons Convention to the 1925 Geneva Protocol. On the occasion of the Review

Conference, Canada announced the withdrawal of its reservation to the 1925

Geneva Protocol with respect to bactericlogical methods of warfare and we were

pleased that the Final Declaration stressed the importance of such action.

As the representative of Norway pointed out in his statement to the

Committee, there will be modest cost6  associated  with implementing the

decisions of the Review Conference. Particularly in the l ight  of  the

admonition from Under-Secretary-General Akashi regarding the very real and

serious constraints on the resources of the Department  of Disarmament Affairs,

we share Norway’s hope that a way can be found during the deliberations of the

First  Committee to satisfactorily resolve this  issue.
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IA her statement to the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly,

Canada’s Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mrs. Barbara McDougall,

stressed the urgent need to address the proliferation of conventional weapons

- weapons which have inflicted so much suffering and damage in the 125 wars

that the world has experienced since 1950. Attention to this issue by the

international community is long overdue. The Secretary-General in his I.991

report on tha work of the United Nations again expressed his:

*‘grave concern over the Froblem of excessive and destabilising  transfers

of conventional armaments”. (8148/1,U)  l

Canada believes that it is necessary to begin a process aimed at discouraging

and ultimately preventing excessive build-ups of conventional weapons. This

is an area where this Committee can make a tangible and valuable COntribUtiOA.

The Canadian delegation will be working hard with other delegations to

secure a resolution that  establishes an international  .?rms transfer  register .

We believe it is of the utmost importance to build on the ‘.urrent political

momentum in favour of a register , and on the recommendation of the Group of

Gotiarnmental Experts  that  i t  be established as  soon as  possible.  As the

Experts made clear in their excellent consensus report on ways and means of

promoting transparency in international transfers of conventional a r m s ,

East-West experience with the benefits of enhanced transparency in building

confidence, in reducing tensions and ultimately in expanding  the scope for

negotiated agreements, has been overwhelmingly positive. The Gulf War

demonstrated the urgent need to extend transparency to the hitherto untouched

field of conven+.fonal  arms acquisition, to extend it on a global basis and to

extend it immediately,
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To fulfil its confidence-building potential, the register must be

e f f e c t i v e . It must be as broadly supportive as possible. Ii: muat include

both suppliers and recipients. It must present an accurate pioture of arms

accumulation and it must be WA-diSOrhiAatOry  tc those who rely on arma

imports to supply their defence needs. This is why Canada  considers it

essential that domestic arms procurement and arms holdings be reported to the

register at  bn early stage.
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The provision of data to the register will in itself be valuable, as it

will allow Member States to demonstrate the non-destabliaing character of

t h e i r  a c t i v i t i e s . But confidence-building is not a fixed point: it i s  a

process, and to encourage msximum development of that process we believe the

resolution should specify a forum wherein Member States could annually review

the operation of the register and consult about the information provided to

i t . An annual meeting on the margins of the First Committee, for example,

might serve as an appropriate forum for this purpose. This will help to

ensure that the register remains effective and adapts to political

circumstances. Consultation will enable Member States to develop clearer

understandings of one another’s views on such matters as how security is

affected by arms acquisition. It may also facilitate improvement of national

control mechanisms and help to prevent illicit arms trade.

Canada believes Jt is important to confine the register to conventional

arms. This is not a question of belag  discriminatory. As Ambassador Donawaki

of Japan noted in his opening statement, elaborate international mechanisms

already exist, or are under negotiation, for constraining the acquisition of

other types of weapons. In the case of weapons of masr: destruction, our aim

is not simply to promote transparency and to discourage an excess of

accumulation. Our goal is the elimination of those weapons altogether.

In short, our first task is to foster a climate conducive to voluntary

restraiit and more responsible behaviour on the part of suppliers and

recipients  al ike. Canada firmly believes that an international arms transfer

register can make a eignificant  contribution to this end. But over the longer

term - and again I quote the Secretary-General - our goal must clearly be to:
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“seek to develop fair  criteria for mult i lateral  control  of  arms transfers

while at the same time meeting the legitimate security needs of States’*.

UuuLzLu)

The construction of an enduring system of cooperative security in

accordance with the principles of the United Nations Charter cannot be

accomplished solely on a bilateral or a regional basis. We must all do our

part. This Committee provides the opportunity for every T’nited  Nations Member

State to play a concrete role in advancing specific disarmament objectives and

in helping to shape the broader principles of international security.

Virtually every one of the delegations that has spoken before me has stressed

that the prospects for progress on the range of issues before us has never

been better. In another context, Canada’s Foreign Minister stated that there

simply is  no viable alternative to practical ,  future-oriented results . Let us

resolve to engage in a-constructive, productive dialogue to that end.

Mr. ( Sweden) I Before I turn to the subject-matter of my

statement, I wish to congratulate you, Sir, on your assumption of the

chairmanship of this important Committee. My delegation looks forward to

working under your able guidance and will do its utmost to contribute to the

successful outcome of our endeavours.

The year 1991 has been historic in terms of Far-reaching initiatives and

agreements in the field of disarmament. Respect and willingness to cooperate

are replacing old fears and suspicions.

Last July, in signing the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, the United

States and the Soviet Union took a significant step towards reducing the

threat of nuclear war by agreeing to reduce considerably their arsenals of

strategic arms. Since the opening of this session of the General Assembly,
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the world has also witnessed the hiatorfa  declarations by the two nations of

their intention to withdraw and destroy whole categories of nuclear weapons.

The President of the United States and the President of the Soviet Union

have shown considerable and admirable political Courage*  For this, they both

deserve our sincere respect and gratitude.

The improved relationship brtween the two major politiaal and military

Powers is indeed very positive. There are, however, certain issues which can

be solved only in the global context. The improved American-Soviet

relationship will be conducive to agreements, but not enough to bridge the

many differences that exist in this wider setting. F o r  t h e  f u t u r o  seaur i ty  of

all nations and the prospects of peaceful developments in the whole world it

is  essential  that  mult i lateral  solutions also be found.  I  am thinking of

issues such as nuclear proliferation, chemical and biological weapons, and

international arms transfers.

The earlier conflict between East and West must not be followed by a

political rift between North and South. I t  i s  our  comnon responsibility  to

seek to avoid new confliats  now, when we share the hope of an era of peace and

cooperation.

Over the last few decades, several United Nations studies have pointed to

the enormous and onerous costs associated with armaments. This has bean the

case for both nuclear weapons and aonventional armaments in all parts of the

world. The weapons have become increasingly sophistiaated and even more

costly and have greater destructive power. These economic resource8 should be

made available for human development and mutual trust.

Once again a war - the war in the Gulf - has given momentum to a renewed

and worldwide commitment to peace, disarmament and non-proliferation. During
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tbe Gulf War, the United States and the Soviet Union coop8rated for the first

time oince the Second World War againat  a brutal aggressor.

Following tbe Gulf War, a number of far-reaching initiatives in the field

of disarmament have been launched. The five permanent members of the Security

Council and the Group of 7 nations have put forward suhetantial  proposals to

prevent proliferation of weapons of maas  destruction aa well ae conventional

weapons.

In 1991, Sweden has, like many other nations, tried to contribute to the

new momentum in disarmament. In July, in the Conference on Disarmament,

Sweden presented a draft comprehensive test-ban treaty, and in the ongoing

negotiations on a Convention on Cb8miCal  weapons 88V8rnl prOpOaal8 were put

forward with a view 20 promoting a rapid conclusion. In the Third Review

Conference of the Parties to the Convention on biological weaponor  Sweden

sruhmitted  concrete propoaals , notably on confidence-building measures and

v e r i f i c a t i o n . in the Disarmament Commission as well as in the Conferencs  on

Diearmament* SW8d8n  has proporred measurea  with a view to increaring

transparency and restraint a8 regard6 th8 t'ranafer of conventional weapons.

In the regional context, Sweden is wholeheartedly participating in th8

building of a new Europe, a Europe that has rid itself of the nightmare of

totalitarianism and the cold war. At tb8 biatoric summit Conference on

Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)  held less thun a year agor all the

participating Staten  undertook to build, consolidate and strengthen democracy

aa th8 only SyC3t8m  Of government Of their natiOna.

The point of d8partUrO  for all 8ndeaVOUra  within the COCE must be that

Becurity  i s  i n d i v i s i b l e . Consequently, the Council of Miaiaters meeting in
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Berlin this rummer decided on new negotiations on dirarmament and confidence-

and security-building meaaur88  comprising all CSCE participating Statea.

Tbi6 followed lart year’6 signing of the Treaty on Conventional Force8 in

Europe and the Vienna Document 1990 of the Negotiations on Confidence- wad

Security-building Measures. In 1991 we baV8 witnessed progress under both

these agreementa,  and we expect them to form a basis for the negotiations to

come.
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The CSCE process has continued to contribute to the bigb aims of the

Charter of Paris. The establishment of a crisis mechanism has enabled the

CSCE to act without delay in urgent situations. We welcome the decision,

taken at tbe recently concluded CSCB meeting in Moscow on the Human Dimension,

which makes it possible to send rapporteurs to CSCE countries where there is a

risk of violations of human rights.

But Europe has not become immune to armed conflicts, as is tragically and

painfully clear from what we haV8 witnessed over recent weeks. Sweden

supports and participates in the efforts to achieve lasting peace in

Yugoslavia that are being made through the CSCE and the European Community.

Over the last 40 years the world has witnessed a continuous build-up of

nuclear weapons. Their combined destructive capacity increased to a point

that has challenged human imagination. Nuclear weapons were deployed in ever

widening circles on land, in the air and at sea. This last year that trend

has been broken. For the first time in the post-war period a major reduction

in strategic nuclear weapons has been agreed. Sweden welcomes the Strategic

Arms Reduction Treaty (START) signed this summer by the United States and the

Soviet Union. It constitutes a turning-point in world disarmament efforts, s

significant step on the road to the ultimate goal: a nuclear-weapon-free world.

Further steps have followed. The new atmosphere in international

relations has given impetus to yet another important move concerning both

strategic and substrategic nuclear weapons. Sweden considers the unilateral

measures announced by the President of the United States on 27 September as

yet another breakthrough in disarmament affairs. The measures affect a large

number of weapons and weapons systems that can be considered especially

dangerous and destabilising.
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This concerns not least the naval weapons systems covered in the

statement by President Bush. The decision announced by the United States

implies the withdrawal from surface vessels and submarines of substrategic

naval weapons. This is a great stap forward in naval disarmament. Subsequent

declarations by United States officials further indicate that the policy of

neither confirming nor denying the presence or absence of such weapons aboard

ships has been abandoned for these weapons systems. That is a welcome

widening of the application of transparency in naval nuclear matters.

The announcement by the United States was reciprocated a few days later

by th8 Soviet Union, when Pr8Sident Gorbachev prOpOS8d  further steps to be

taken concerning strategic weapons. The88 measures by both the leading

nuclear Powers shouid be warmly W8lCOm8d, not least as a recognition on their

part of the special responsibility  they bear in the field of nuclear

disarmament. Sweden urges them to continue along the path chosen, and other

nuclear-weapon States to follow suit. Vi8 hope that not only the year 1991 but

al80 years to come wil l  b8 characterised as  historic in th8 f ield of nucleer

disarmament.

The Gulf crisis has given new momentum to efforts to come to grips with

the question of arms transfers and has clearly demonstrated the urgent need to

prevent further proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Sweden is

actively taking part  in international  efforts  to strengthen exist ing

non-proliferation regimes and to 8StabliSh  new ways of preventing further

proliferation. On a national level, Sweden has introduced new legislation on

exports of missile technology and cf components for biological and chemical

weapons. The already existing nuclear legislation is being revised. These
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measures have been taken in order to contribute to international

non-proliferat ion efforts. They will not in any way affect peaceful uses of

the t8CbnOlOgi88  concerned and will not replace efforts to aCbi8V8  a

comprehensive ban on chemical weapons.

The momentous changes in World politics, the 8nd of the cold war, the

actual r8ductions of nuclear weapons and th8 prospects for further significant

cuts in the nuclear-weapon arsenals suggest that substantial progress can n o w

be made towards banning all nuclear tests.

Last July at the Conference on DiSarmaIn8nt  in Geneva SW8d8n  introduced 3

draft comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty. Sweden  hopes that all

nuclear-weapon States, especially after the recent announcements by President

Bush aAd President Gorbachev, will now agree on the need for negotiations on a

comprsbensive  test-ban treaty and take appropriate action in the Conference on

Disarmament. In this context Sweden w8lCOm88  the unilateral one-year

moretorium introduced by the Soviet Union.

Swedsn also welcomes the decisions of France and China to accede to the

Non-Proiiferation Treaty. Thus, all five nuclear-weapon States will soon be

Parties to the Treaty, which is the cornerstone of the non-proliferation

regime. Sweden notes with great satisfaction that Lithuania has very recently

acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and that Estonia and Latvia haV8

declared their intention to do so. Sweden further w8lcom8s the aCCeSSiOn to

the Non-Proliferation Treaty of South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The prestige and authority of the Non-Proliferation Treaty have been further

strengthened by these developments.

Sweden urges all States which haV8 not acceded to the Non-Proliferation

Treaty - in particular those States which have developed significant nuclear
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a c t i v i t i e s - to b8COm8 Parties  to this  Treaty. The almost universal adherence

with more than 140 States Parties to th8 Non-Proliferation Treaty, bears

witness to the fact that nuclear non-proliferation is not a North-South issue

but a concern for all mankind.

Under the Non-Proliferetion Treaty all non-nuclear-weapon States Parti

shall conclude safeguards agreements with the International Atomic Energy

Agency ( IAEA). We note with regret that many States Parties to the Treaty  in

different parts of the world have not done so* The majority  of th8Se States

have no signif icant nuclear activit ies. I f ,  hOwBvBr, a State Party to the

Non-Prol i ferat ion Treaty develops  a Signif icant  nuclear  activity,  i t  is

imperative for such a State immediately to COnClUd8,  ratify and implement a

safeguards agreement with the IAEA. This matter should be given the highest

priority by all concerned.

The inspections in Iraq by the IAEA and the United Nations Special

Commission eotablished pursuant to Security Council resolution 687 (1991) have

convinced us of the need further to strengthen the safeguards system of the

IAEA. In order to maintain the credibility of IAEA safeguards, it is

imperative to re-examine  the implementation of the safeguards agreements and

th8 national  regulations of  trade in this  f ield. The basis  for a more

rigorous regime must be a willingness to allow full transparency for all

p8aC8fUl nUCl8ar  aCtiViti8S b y  a l l  S t a t e s .

The nuclear cooperetion agreement between Arg8ntins  and Braail is an

important contribution to nuclear non-proliferation. My delegation hopes that

their negotiations with the International Atomic Energy Ag8nCy on

comprehensive safeguards will reach a speedy conclusion. Regional agreements

on zones free from nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction may

be an effective way to a global elimination of these weapons.
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After many years Of n8gOtiation8, the work on the chemical weapons

convgntion  nc)v seems to have entered its final phase. Important progress

towards the completion of the convention has been made in recent months. M,y

Government shares the hope of other States that the work on a global,

comprehensive and verifiable chemical weapons convention will be finalised in

the coming year and will make every effort to cOntribut8 to its speedy

conclusion.

Sweden welcomes the 13 May initiative by President Bush whereby an

important hurdle in the negotiations has been removed. Article I, the

backbone of the convention, is now comprehensive in scope through the

inclusion of a provision on the total prohibition of the us8 of chemical

weapons.
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The problem of verification is the most difficult and important issue

remaining in the negotiations. Recent events have clearly demonstrated the

need for a utrong and effective verification regime. Verification under the

convention must be effective without being unnecessarily intrusive. It must

give the States parties sufficient confidence that the convention is being

complied with and that it deters potential violations, but it must also make

i t  possible for the States parties  to protect  legit imate nutional  security a8

well as commercial interests. It is essential to make the convention

non-discriminatory in character and attractive in content in order that i t  may

achieve universal adherence.

Important work on the convention still remains to be done. The ta8k

ahead ie not an entirely easy one. With the end of the negotiations now in

sight, and taking into account the existing encouraging momentum, my

Government urges all parties concerned to apare no effort to address  the

remaining outstanding iaauea with a view to finalising the convent!.on  on

chemical weapons in 1992.

The Third Review Conference of the Parties to the Convention on the

Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological

(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction adopted a Final

Declaration containing important elements designed  L,o strengthen the

Convention.

The Convention fe the first genuine disarmament Treaty in it8 field,

complementing and reaching far beyond the 1925 Geneva Protocol. The Gulf War

brought the Convention into focus and once again reminded UI of the vital

importance of having an effective and strong regime against such abominable

arms. The world muat be kept free from biological weapona. Sweden urger all

States not yet parties to the Convention to adhere to it aa loon a8 poa8ible.
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Meana of vorifleation and control in the context of the Convention must

be established. One of the most important goala at the Review Conference was

to create stronger and more e f f e c t i v e  machinery for coneultation.  A group

will be set up to ideatify and examine possible verification measures from a

technological and ecientific point of view. The explicit  instruction to the

Group to complete its work as rapidly a8 possible, and preferably before the

end of 1993, ia promising.

My Government welcomes the declarations made by some  States parties to

withdraw their reservations to the 1925 Geneva Protocol aud thereby confirm

their intention never, under any circumstances, to make use of biological

weapons. Sweden urgen all State8 @till reserving the right to retaliate with

biological weapons to withdraw those reservations, making i t  possible f inal ly

to exclude the possibility that biological weapons m a y  be used in the future.

Non-proliferation is also essential with regard to conventional weapons.

The scope ie broad and cover6  such diverse areas an heavy weapons systems,

including tanks and artillery, and excessively injurious weaponm, including

anti-personnel laser weapons. *

There is a need for joint action on the part of the world community and

of individual States to promote , enact and enforce legal instruments to

control and monitor arm0 imsort6 and exports effectively. Control systems and

increased transparency will eerve au important means  f o r  building confidence,

on both a regional and a global level.

Institutes such ad the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute

(SIP&U)  provide the world community with eatfmates  of arm8 tr3nefer6. In

para l le l  to  th i s reeeareh , we also need data actually provided by Governments,*

* Mr. Alpman (Turkey), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.
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Sweden welcomes the United Nations study on ways and means of promoting

transparency in international transfers of conventional arms. The study is

indeed timely. We fully endorse the recommendation made in the study for the

setting up of a universal and non-discriminatory United Nations register on

conventional weapona. Such a proposal has been advocated by numerous

countries, including my own. Sweden favours the suggestion that a United

Nations register should initially cover the categories specified in the Treaty

on Conventional Forces in Europe, supplemented by warships and

surface-to-surface missi les, We also find it appropriate that the registe:,

shoul& cover quantities of weapons actually delivered.

At a later stage, the world community should seek to strengthen the

system of confidence-building further by extending the scope of the register.

The world community s11ould  also seek to establish norms for the trade in

conventional weapons.

The United Nations study on transfers of conventional weapons highlights

i l l ic i t  trade as  disturbing and dangerousr Sweden fully agrees with and

supports the proposal in the study that action should be taken against such

trade by combating corruption, mal.ntaining  effective control over boundaries

of States and strengthening, where appropriate, national legislation.

Before I conclude the issue of conventional weapons, I should like to

refer to the category of excessively injurious weapons. Later this year, at

the Red Cross Conference to be held in Budapest, Sweden will actively seek a

consensus on a resolution on the prohibition of anti-personnel laser weapons

that have the effect of permanently blinding human beings. We will also

pursue the issue of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities.

Last  sunuwr, the United Nations study on the charting of potential uses

of resources al located to mil i tary activit ies  for civi l ian endeavour8  to
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protoct  tha environmant  was completed. The stu&y was prompted by the twofold

recognition: the need to mobilise adequate resource8 for effectively meeting

the challenge of environmental protection and the potential of the military

sector worldwide to assist the civilian world community in achieving this

ob jec t ive .

The report recommends global action such as sharing, through the United

Nations, environmental data obtained through the use of military satellites

and other information-gathering systems. The United Nations and its Member

States are invited to set up environmental relief teama which can respond to

requests by nations for assistance in environmental emergencies. Nations are

also invited to make inventories of environmental needs and military-related

resources appliceble to environmental purposes and to report thereon to the

United Nations. They are further requested to consider what military

resources they may place at the disposal of the United NsLions  for

environmental disasters and emergenciae. This Committee will have an

opportunity later to dfscuss  this  issue.

The new era of understanding gives us reason to believe in cooperation

and real disarmament. It is our firm hope that this new spirit of trust will

matsr?aliae in concrete agreements on a comprehensive test-ban Treaty, on a

convention on chemical weapons, on improved verification of biological

weapons, and on increased transparency and restraint as regards international

arms transfers.

Mr. aaEy (Bulgaria); Allow me to begin my statement by

congratulating Mr. Mroaiewics, the representative of friendly Poland, on his

election to the chairmenship of this important Committee and to pledge the

full support and cooperation of the Bulgarian delegation in the fulfilment of

his duties in presiding over our work,
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I feel bound to mention also with due respect the efficient work of his

predecessor, Ambassador Rans of Nepal. My congratulations and best wishes for

fruitful work go also to the other elected officers of the Committee. I a v a i l

myself of this opportunity to express our deep appreciation of the tireless

efforts of Mr. Xasushi Akashi, Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament

Affairs, in pursuit c;f the cauee of disarmament and international security,

and acknowledge with appreciation his important statement before the Committee.
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I would also like to pay a tribute to that eminent figure in disarmament,

Ambassador Alfonso Garcia Robles, who is no longer among us, but whose

lifetime contribution to the pursuit of the lofty goals of disarmament will

not be forgotten.

The First Committee is convening this year in an important period for

arms control, disarmament and international security. We are witnessing

unprecedented, swift and dramatic changes in international affairs, changes

that clear the way for promising cooperative security arrangements. The

overall political changes in Europe have, in effect, helped mankind to get rid

of a most dangerous source of international tension. The irreversibil i ty of

the democratic processes has been best illustrated recently by the abortive

coup in the Soviet Union. Such events will no doubt have a positive impact on

the prospects for genuine arms control and disarmament. At. the same time, we

cannot afford to ignore the uncertainties and instabilities that are always

present in times of profound political reform.

The Gulf war experience has brought about a new spirit of international

cooperation aimed st promoting greater stability in the whole world. This  is

a time of enormous opportunities for the United Mstibns as a universal

Organisation with a central role to play in reviving and building upon the

principles of the international system of collective security.

Arms control, on the global and regional levels, is a fundamental element

of the emerging new international order of stable peace, security and

cooperation. In this sense, the unprecedented and valuable work of the United

Nations Special Commission and of the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) in fulfilment of Security Council resolution 687 (19911,  ordering t.he

elimination of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction, provides ample evidence  of
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the vital role the United Nations can play in the implementation of arms

control and disarmament arrangements. We also unconditionally support and

actively strive for the implementation of Security Cou~~cil  rasclution 713

(1991) on the crisis in Yugoslavia as another demonstration of United Nations

involvement in the international efforts towards a peaceful and democratic

settlement of the ongoing conflict.

The unity of action displayed recently by the five permanent members of

the Security Council is a cornerstone for maintaining international peace,

security and stabil i ty. In view of the positive resuZts  of the active

involvement of the United Nations in dealing with various crisis situations,

we hope that this unanimity of the five will extend also to arms control and

disarmament, providing a fresh impetus in pursuit of a multilateral approach

i n  t h i s  f i e l d . In this context, we welcome the first results of the current

process of harmonisation of the export policies of States covering

dual-purpose technologies and conventional arms transfers,

Only a couple of weeks ago, we witnessed the breakthrough initiative

announced by President George Bush, on deep uniiateral cuts in the United

States nuclear arsensl. In a special declaration, President Zhelyu Zhelev  of

Bulgaria resolutely supported this  init iat ive as

*‘a significant step forward to the nuclear-free world that has been the

dream of mankind for decades**.

We also welcome the prompt and matching response by President Wikhail

Gorbachev of the Soviet Union. We are confident that such bold unilateral

steps, complementing the START Treaty and the Treaty on the ElimiaatiokI  of

Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles - the INF Treaty - will enhance
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global, as well as regional, security and stabil i ty  at  substantial ly  lower

levels of armaments.

Democratic Bulgaria has begun a process of reassessment of its security

options emerging in the new political environment in Europe. Our pragmatic

quest to guaranteee national security goes hand in hancJ with a concerted drive

to strengthen peace and stability on the regional anit global levels. The

ongoing revision of my country’s disarmament position - one that had been

adoptea  in a different securi ty situation - has been inspired by a more

realist ic  att i tude and in ful l  v iew of our security interests  as  seen in their

specific geographic context.

Arms control and disarmament in all their aspects remain pillars of

international  securi ty and stabi l i ty . An increasingly broader consensus is

taking shape in the international community on putting into practice a

future-oriented philosophy in this field, based on new world realities and the

balance of interests of all parties concerned and the international community

as a whole. In order to be irreversible, the orrgoing  arms control and

disarmament process should rest on fundamental principles of universal

valfafty. Confidence-building, as a result of greater openness an8

predictabil i ty in al l  security-related activit ies  of  States,  has an important

role to play in this regard.

Bulgaria is a small country with limitea defence capabilities, situated

in the Balkans, a region where certain alarming developments of late are

causing our justified concern and apprehension. My country’s national

interests  require a  strengthening of  the role of  &n-mil i tary factors  of

security and stabil i ty. On the European an8 subregional scales, this means,

intar, devoting m o r e  attention to confidence-building,  t imely collective
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action in conflict prevention and elimination of the existing military

imbalances and asymmetries, particularly i n  subregions charged with ethnic and

national tension and !nstability.

Certain events in recut years have highlighted the need to strengthen by

all available means the control of the non-proliferation of weapons of mass

destruction and their delivery missiles and to prevent the excessive build-up

by individual States of conventional arsenals in excess of their legitimate

needs of self-defence.

Bulgaria supports  such non-proliferation init iat ives  and is  t a k i n g  steps

to strengthen its national control over trade involving dual-use materials,

equipment and technologies in conformity with international standards. We

also support the proposals to establish within the United Nations a universal

and non-discriminatory register of conventional arms transfers. Increased

openness and transparency i n  this regard would help build confidence and

identify cases of unwarranted build-up of weaponsr thus giving an early

warning to the international community of the emergence of destabilising force

imbalances, particularly in areas of tension or conflict. In much the same

light we view the prospect of the elaboration and universal acceptance of a

corresponding code of conduct by States in this field. Non-proliferation and

restraint in transfers and production of weoponry are the k e y s  to stability

and security for all.

In the same vein, Rulgaris welcomes the fntention,  announced by France

and China, to adhere tc. the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

(NPT), and the accession to this Treaty of Lithuania, Moaambique,  South

Africa, Tanaania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. We see in this an important indication
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of the renewed effort8 to ensure the viability of the Treaty after 1995. The

extension of the NPT Parties to include all five nuclear-weapon States creates

radically new opportunities for asserting the objectives of non-proliferation

and for providing adequate security assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States

Parties to the Treaty

As a country that does not develop, manufacture or possess chemical

weapons and has no foreign stocks of such weapons in its territory, Bulgaria

expects  to see,  i n  the year 1992, the signing of the convention on their

global ban and elimination. After so many years full of hope but also

frustration, we are now looking forward with confidence and optimism to the

successful conclusion of the negotiations. The new saproach  taken by the

militarily most important States on key aspects of the total and verifiable

ban on chemical weapons and on their ultimate destruction, and the

constructive spirit and concrete results achieved in the Ad Hoc Committee of

the Conference on Disarmament, wholly justify such expectations on our part.

We are aware of the outstanding issues, some of which are extremely

important for the applicability of the future convention, mslis,

challenge inspection, verification in the chemical industry and

decision-making by the Executive Council.
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The emerging broad support for the concept of phoaed and controllable

access to challenge sites is bringing the chemical disarmament negotiations

closer to a consensus. We also welcome the general consent to routine

verif ication of  all  operable faci l i t ies  and the effective exemption f rom

inspection of chemical  industry faci l i t ies  presenting n(* signif icant threat  to

the objectives of the chemical weapons convention. It  is  only natural  tha t

such verification should in no way infringe upon the legitimate interests of

States parties and should safeguard confidential information.

In our view, the members of the Executive Council should be elected for a

two-year period ox1 the principle of equitable geographical distribution and

approximately equal levels of development of chemical industries. lkb

decision-making procedure should have two levels: qualified majority for

substantive issues and simple majority for all others.

The future chemical weapons convention will be unique in its scope and

mode of implementation, Thus0  it is of paramount importance that its

provisions should contain in themselves the prerequisites for early

achievement of universality. By including provisions on protection and

assistsnce the convention would enhance the security of States parties. By

regulating economic and technological cooperation in this field it would

stimulate the development of the chemical industry in the common interest of

mankind.

Bulgaria reiterates its preparedness to be among the first States parties

to the convention and is now in the process of carrying out the necessary

institutional and legislative preparations in order to meet its obligations

thereunder. I n  t h i s  coxIte%t, I am pleased to inform you that on 13 September

this year the Bulgarian parliament passed an act by virtue of which Bulgaria
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withdrew the reservations to the 1925 Goneva Protocol it expressed in 1934,

when  i t  ra t i f i ed  i t .

Still on the subject of weapons of mass destruction, Bulgaria reiterates

its convictioa  that the strengthening cf, and universal adherence to the

1972 biologfical and toxin weapons Convention is of paramount importance for

international peace and security. My country therefore welcomes with

appreciation the successful conclusion of the Third Review Conference of the

biological weapons Convention and the important decisions taken in the field

of confidence-build’ng  and verification meawred aimed at improving the

effectiveness and implsmentation  of the Convention and reducing the risk

biologicsl  wespon pro l i fera t ion .

The regional approach to arms control and disarmament is very important,

as it is capable of taking into due consideration the specific characteristics

of each region and the interests of all parties involved. Such regional

msasures  coustituta a most effective means of strengthening the security of

individual States and regions snd of furthering the process of global

disarmament.

The importance of the ongoing transformation in political and military

structures in Europe cannot be overstated. We believe that military

deterrence will gradually surrender its role aa a key factor in maintaining

peace, and stsbility  to political factors and meawres  aimed at restructuring

and reducing armed forces and armaments. In this context, I should like to

mention the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe as a significant

achiavemeut  . The Bulgarian psrliament  recently ratified this Treaty, and also

the agreement on regional ceilings for armaments, signed in Budapest on

3 Nuvtmber  1990.

The entry into force sad implementation of the Treaty on Conventional
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Armed Forces in Europe would make it possible to proceed without further delay

to the next stage of the European disarmament proceaar aimed at entablinhiag

defensive sufficiency throughout the continen 5 and redressiag the remaining

subregional force imbalances.

Following the dissolution of the Warsaw Treaty Organiaationr Bulgaria lo

following new approaches in shaping its security policies. It aan now arpire

to full membersh3.p  in existing and prospective European security structurer

and inst i tut ions. This  reintegratior  procesr will  undoubtedly take t ime.  I t

may often involve a measure of controverby. In the present period of

transition, a top priority in Bulgaria’s foreign policy is the need to find

reliable guarantee8 for its national recurity in the specific regional

environment of the Eal.kans.

In this  respect , we rely greatly on the European peacemaking,

peace-keeping and stability-enhancing iastitutions, backed, when neceaaary,  by

the authority and relevant mechanisms of the United Nations. Bulgaria’8

wide-ranging political and security cooperation within the framework of the

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe structures, as well as with

the North Atlantic Treaty Organi8ation  and the Western European Union, la a

factor of vital importance for our national security.

Bilateral  cooperation in al l  f ields  18 another basic  msans of

strengthening national  a8 well  a8 regional  and global  security.  Bulgaria is

now in the process of preparing and signing bilateral treaties for cooperation

in various spheres with a number of European states. Such treaties have

already been signed with Germany and grsecer  intensive consultations are in

progress with the Governments of other countries. My country expects that it8

legitimate security interest8 will be correctly understood, duly recognired

and assisted by our partnsrs  on the common road to a united and free Europe.
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The national security of Bulgaria is directly related to the development

of good-neighbourly relations with all Balkan States, relations that should

provide for greater openness and predictability in the military sphere. We

are striving to get rid, once and for all , of the legacy of the cold war,

which has been a source of instability and potential threat to the people8 of

the Balkan subregion. In this spirit we are ready to consider any mutually

acceptable proposals aimed at enhancing security and stsbilising  the military

balance in the Balkans.

In addressing the other global aspects of arms control and disarmament, I

8hould like to state that the standardised United Nations system for reporting

the military expenditures of Member States has in no way lost its prominsnce.

In the new situation, the international community should be prepared to make

further steps towards greater transparency, confidence and stability.

Bulgaria for i t8 part  is  wil l ing to contribute further to these posit ive

processes.

The general  trend towards reduaing the role of military f a c t o r s  pr m in

international  polit ics  is  l ikely to release resource8 needed for social ,

economic and environmental development, For a number of countrie8,  including

m y  o w n , this means putting military production facilities, consequent on the

process  of  conversion,  to civi l  use. Bulgaria is making serious step8 to

convert  entire sectors of  i ts  mil i tary industry in the hope that  this  wil l

help solve some of Bulgaria’s acute economic problema.

The First Committee could play an even more effec!tiva,  role in the process

of disarmament,  especial ly  Sf the present  trend towards rationalioing it8

functioning continues. In the future, my delegation will continue to play its

part in these efforts through specific actions guided by a 8ense of pragmatism

and constructive cooperation.
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In this context, we deem it necessary to reviee our sponsoring of

resolutions in which we have played a relatively active role in the past. My

delegation fails to see the rationale, for example, in continuing to introduce

or sponsor reSOlUtiOn8  containing negative Security a88Urtwx38  Of the kind

that have been adopted by the General Assembly for more than 10 yeara without

any tangible effect. A more realistic approach may be needed and we wish to

join other8 in the quest for it.

We do not make light of our own security iasuem, or of those of other

non-nuclear-weapon  States for that matter. On the contrary, we Wish to help

channel ehO8e effort8 in a more promising and reali8tiC direction, one that

would help overcome the present deadlock. We bee proapecte  for so doing

mainly within the context of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

Weapons, where we intend to further our effort8 in the quest for early

progreea.

The delegation of Bulgaria also hope8 that, in order to make progress on

a number of important items before this Committee, the adoption of certain

controversial resolutions will be avoided.

Bulgaria’8 view of the functioning of the Conference on Disarmament and

the Usarmament  Commission  are similar. We 8upport all efforts toward8

further rationalising  the work of these basic multilateral organ8 in the field

of arms rontrol and disarmameat.

The First Committee hao a remarkable opportunity to take advantage of all

the positive change8 taking place in the international arena and to stimulate

and support them. The Bulgarian delegation is ready to play its part in

making this year’s seasion of the Committee a highly successful and productive

one, and to cooperate with other members  in strengthening and broadening the

$mecging  conaenau&  in various important aspect8 of our work.
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m. Lm (Peru) (interpretation from Bpanish):I  s h o u l d  l i k e  t o

reserve for an ocaaaion la the near future a well-deserved tribute to

&abasrador Ufonso Qaraia Robles. At this time let me simply say that hi8

resent sudden demise ha8 laft a huge vacuum beceuse we shall no longer have

the benefit of hi8 enormous talent.

During this eapeoially encouraging period, let me congratulate youI  Sir,

on your election a8 Chairman of the First Committee. In view of the need to

reformulate the concepts and practices which have guided our work in recent

yearb,  we must all be especially creative since we will be facing

unprecedented challengea in the area of disarmament.

The task ahead  is  diff icult  s ince i t  cal l8 into question deep-rooted

realit ies  and ideas, Such as the rigidity of the international power

structure, or the so-called deterrent nature of the balance of terror. These

ideas had given the impression of predetermined inevitability. Historic

opportunities are by definition fleeting and the present fluidity of

international rolatione  has given us an especially golden opportunity which

should not be missed.

The delegation Oif Peru is prepared to participate actively in this new

stage of our work an4 we are sure that under your leadership, Mr. Chairman,

the First Committee will achieve the results for which we all hope.

We should also like to extend the congratulations of our delegation to

the other officers of the Committee and to say that we are deeply grateful to

the Secretariat for all the work it has done.

Over the past few decades the international community, in the context of

a sharp ideological cc:nflict and an ongoing threat of military confrontation

with unimaginable consequences, was nevertheless able to create important
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inatrumente  in  themaelvee constituted  rertraiairrg wa l l s ,  f ragi le  to  be  wre,

but with the di6tinot probability of their being rtrengthened in the face of

the unbridled increase in nuclear weapon@.

Given the presont international rituation, a riqaifiaant  number of States

parties to the partial nuclear-test-baa Treaty feel that the time ha6 some for

ita amendment and for the complete elimination of them testso which have

become ananhroni8tic  in the present aircumstsnoea.  The negotiation8 aad

conaultationa  arising from the Amendment Conforonoor  aimed at itr rerumption

at the appropriate time, ehould  continue to receive the ful l  support  of  the

States parties to the Treaty. In this rebpect, we reiterate our aompl6te

confidence in the work of the Chairman of the Conference, Ambassador

Ali Alatar,

The Firat Committee could supplement therre effort8 if, during the present

aeaeion,  it recommended that the Ad Hoc Comnitteo  of the Diearmament

Conference on a Nuclear Test Ban receive a negotiating maadato  leading to a

complete ban of these testa.

With reference to the non-proliferation treaty (NPT),  my Government

brIievo6 that this must be univerealioed and ortended iadofinitoly a6 a result

of the 1995 Conference.

In this rerpect , we wellone the acco~rion  to the NFT of Woaambiquo,

Zambia, Tanaaaia,  Zimbabwe and South Africa and the announcement that France

and China will be acceding to the Treaty in the aear future.

Notwithstanding,  before we reach our goal of univorrali8iag  and l xtonding

indefinitely the NPT, certain obstacles have to be ovoraomr. First, we need

the firm commitment of the nuclear-weapon Staten parties to the Treaty to
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avoid tt all costu the vertical proliferation of nuclear weapons, This would

also deflect the criticism8 that. the Treaty is discriminatory in nature.

Secondly, all obligations under the Treaty must be duly complied with, in

particular those concerning the transfer of nuclear technology for peaceful

purposes to the non-nuclear-weapon States. Also, there must be an efficient

verification system 80 as to avoid a repetition of the recent events in the

Persian Oulf.

Ae regards the Convention banning bacteriological weapons, we welcome the

progress that was made at the Third Review Conference. Likewise, we consider

that the General Assembly should grant a broad mandate to the

Secretary-General to promote the total fulfilment of the commitments assumed

by States parties to the Final Declaration of the Conference, in particular,

those relating to international cooperation for peaceful purposes in this

f i e l d .

At the same time, my delegation is pleased with the important progress

that has been made in the framework of the Disarmament Conference on the

future Treaty banning chemical weapons.

We should also like to reaffirm the full validity of the Tlatelolco

Treaty to which we urge the countries in the region to accede aa soon as

possible. We also urge the nuclear-weapon States that have not yet done so,

to sign and ratify its Additional Protocol I.

Ky Government is very concerned about the present state of negotiations

within the Disarmament Conference.

We have before us the report of that body and we can only appeal to

countries which have participated in its work a8 full members to join forces
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so that the Disarmament  Conference can fully discharge its mandate as the

aliegedly sole international negotiating body in this area.

Although we have welcomed the progress made with respect to the chemical

weapon8 Convention, such is not the case with respect to the Conference’s

other agenda items. For example, there are ad hoc committee8 with no mandate

whatsoever. Their work seems to be merely procedural in nature and they have

achieved no substantive results in such sensitive area8 a8 dioarmament  and

international  security.

The effort8 made to encourage nuclear disarmament must be supplemented

with specific measures to limit conventional weapons, whose development and

proliferation have had a more direct impact on the developing countries.

Expenditure on conventional weapons and armed forces represent

approximately 60 per cent of world-wide military expenditure. A large

percentage of the national budgets of all countries is devoted to the

production or acquisition of conventional arms. Existing conflicts are

sustained to a huge extent by these types of weapons. We are also faced with

a new generation of highly destructive conventional weapons which could

produce a new arms race and a series of regional imbalances.

Paradoxically, the post-cold-war period has highlighted the persistence

of certain regional conflicts and the active presence of nationalist claims

which we thought had been settled. Regrettably, these fact8 only serve to

encourage the transfer and production of conventional weapon8 and threaten

security within a qualitatively new international context. Hence, we need to

rethink our approach to the problem of international security and the adoption

of concrete measures.
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One of the aruoial  item8 facing the present session is the international

tzaaafer o f  weapona. Because of its great importance, the Organisation rust

aplproaoh  thin subject globally and taakle al l  i ts  aspecte.
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The international transfer of arms ia a complex phenomenon. The most

important aspects of the question were reflected in the resolution  (4317s I)

on the eub ject that wan adopted in D&ember 1988, in which we emphasised the

need to consider the potential effects of this item in itr relationship to

regional conflicta and threat8 to internatioaal peace and security,  aa well aa

its negative effects on the process of the social and ecoaomiu  development of

all peoples and on the increasing illicit and covert arm8 trafficking.

Although arms transfers represeat a small  part of global military

expenditures, their potential political, economic and social impact trMsCend8

the quantitative aspects  of the current trade.

The illicit and covert traffic in arma has a highly deatabilioing effect

on many countries. In the case of Peru and many other countries of Latin

&nerica, drug trafficking and terrorlam promote a growing trade in illegal

weapons - trade that States are finding ever harder to control. We should

stress that such activities are threatening the very existence of democratic

regimes in the area, errtablished  at the cost of major effort8 and sacrifices

by their peoples.

Furthermore, the excessive and uncontrolled production of weapons also

leads  to  i l l i c i t  t ra f f i ck ing . To the argument that this production cannot be

controlled because that would violate the principle8 of the market economy,

the reply is that inaction in the face of illicit trafficking  would lead to an

unprecedented intensif ication of that  traff ic,  given the perristent

international problems - a source of potential  confl ict . Thub, the producing

States have an obligation to introduce controle,  or establish  more effective

one8, over the transfer to other countries of what they have produced.
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In this context, the establishment of a United Nation8 arms-transfer

register would be the first step in a global strategy aimed at significantly

reducing these tranafern, aad would aonstitute an important

confidence-building measure.

At the same time, my delegation believes that the register should not be

limited to the actual traaafer of weapons, but should also include production

and existing arsenals. That is why we feel it would be appropriate to

establish oimultan8ously 8 group of experts to cooperate with the

Secretary-General of the United Nation0 in ensuring that the register met the

objectives of  al l  countries, in conformity with the Org~~isation~a universal

and non-discriminatory role. This group of experts should bear in mind the

irrevocable principle of the self-defence of States. In this connection, my

delegation believes that the work done by the group of experts on

international arms transfers deserves the appreciation of all delegations here,

In Peru'0 foreign policy special importance is given to the regional

dinarmament  proceoaee. We are convinced that this approach is a central

element in the achievement of general and complete disarmament. We also

believe that it offers concrete opportunitfeO  for reaching specific agreements

on the rsductioa of weapons that would make it possible  to implament plans for

comprehensive regional security.

In that respect, in COnfOI’dty  with it8 tradLtiona1  position, Peru urge6

the diSCUO6iOn in VariOUO regional  forums of topic8 related to particular

aspects of this subject, ouch as arma transfers, conventional disarmament on

the reg ioaa l  l eve l , and wsys and means of promoting conffUence, eecurity and

development , with a view to ensuring that these topics receive the political

support necessary to the achievement of concrete bilateral and multilateral
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negotiations for regional diearmamont  . In thi6 contesct,  my delegation

believea it necereary  to strerro that the security of the Latin knerican region

ia closely  related to the procereea of economic and social development.

ConMtquently, aouial, economic, humanitarian and environmental aspeote should

be considered together with military questions, in the appropriate framework

for implemeuting aoncrrto schemes of comprehensive regional security.

That ia why the President of Peru, Albert0  Fujimori, during the First

Ibero-Amstiaan  Conference, held in auadalajara, Mexico, in July 1991, proposed

a polioy of regional disarmament baaed on renunciation of the production and

use of weapon8  of mama dautruction, arms reduction, and utilioation of the

reaouraoa made available thereby to promote regional development. This

proporal ~II part of a rehabilitated concept of security, aimed at maintaining

the stability of Qovernments legitimately established despite threats such as

dr*rg  trafficking and terrorism, which have acquired regional and global

dimensions.

In this context, Peru has invited the countries of the Rio Group to a

special  meeting in Lima in 1992, where agreement will be reached on the joint

elimination of all types of weapona  of mass destruction, particularly nuclear,

chemical and biological weapona. In this context, my country welcomes the

ratifioation  of the Mendora  Declaration for the complete prohibition of

biological and chemical weapon8  l This repteaents real progress and

demonstrate6 the peace-loving nature of our region.

The Governmoot of Peru believe8 that the United Nations has a fundamental

role in the area of disarm-eat. In thir respect, joint efforts by Member

Stator would make it posrible  to reorgaai8e  the work of the Diearmament

Commission  in a promising  way. The Organi8ation’a  activit ies  in disseminating
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information through the World Disarmament Campaign, despite the scarcity of

resources, deserve our praise. The United Nations Regional Centres for

disarmament, peace and development in Africa, Ada and Latin America have all

gained considerable importance, both in implementing the basic  objectives of

the World Disarmament Campaign and in promoting regional meetings and seminars

aimed at encouraging prop6r dissemination of information on the objectives of

general and complete disarmament.

E&cent international events have demonstrated the central role now played

by hum,- beings who had been stifled for so many years by global ideologien

that had attempted to force everyone into the same mould and to provide an

explanation for everything. The new reality proves also that we all have the

enormous responeibility  of redesigning the world of the future.

Now, as we usher in the twenty-first century, we have the moral

obligation to build a better world, free from the threats snd fears that

constituted - and unfortunately coat;izs;le  to constitute - the irrational

machinery of control bn societies calling for toleranoe and broad-mindeduesr

for a promising future. T’hir ir a unique historical opportunityt it may not

nsce8sarily  l a s t . We therefore have an obligation to make significaat

progress in the area of disarmament. We murt seits that opportunity,

Mr. ABW (Kuwait)  ( interpretation f rom Arabic):  At the  outssat,

I should hike sinc6rely  to congratulate  Ambassador Mrooiswics on his election

to tho chairmanship of this important Conmitt66. I t  i s  par t i cu lar ly

gratifying to see the representative of Poland, a country to which mine is

linked by ties of friendrhip and cooperation, presiding over the First

Comftte6, gfv6n int6rnational  d6v6lopracsntr  in  the  sr6ar of  diramuun6nt  and
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international security. We are all confident that, given him ckills and vast

eacperienc6,  the Comnitteo  will aucc6rsfully  accomplish itr tacks.

I am also pleared to congratulate  the othar members of the Bureau on

t h e i r  elec+.ion. I wish them ev6ry IUCCOIC in the discharge of their dutiee.
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If them am kdember  States of our interr ational Organisation that, from

b i t t e r  erperianae, valu6 peace and security, Kuwait undoubtedly figures

prominently among thOm b666U66  Of it8 mO6t 4rU61 eXp6riOnC6  Of aggr0W¶iOn  and

occupation at the hands of the Iraqi forces. Qiv6n the f a c t  t h a t  i t  i s  t h e

principal organ of the Qeneral  Assembly 6ntrUatOd with issues of disarmsment

and international security, this Comittee is the first to know the

implications for world peace and security of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and

the results of that aggression which w6re not limited to my country, Kuwait,

but sff6ct6d many peoples and States in and beyond -our region.

The Iraqi aggression has demonstrated the absolute validity of the

doctrin6 and principle of collective s6curity.  By the same token, the

international community has been mad6 fully aware of the fact that peace and

security at6 increasingly dependent on the collsctive efforts of the

international family  a6 a whole, and that, in today's world, they are an

indivioible  whole. Th6refore,  my delegation supports all efforts that uphold

the content and concept of collsctive security.

Recently, we hav6 listen68 with intereat to world leaders declare

unambiguously from th6 Gen6ral  Assembly rostrrtn that the principled and

honourable  international support for the peaceful ~60~16 of Kuwait in their

cruel plight wa6 6 major turning-point in international relations and the role

of the UXAit6d  Nation6 in det6rring aggresrion and in the maintenance of

ilrternafional  peace  and e6curity. The response of the international community

was s66u in unprac6dent6d S6curity Council resolutions and an unequalled

imrt6rnational  military effort to defeat the att6npt of putting the logic of

force shove th6 logic of justice and international legality. That response

cam6 a6 an irr6vocabl6  rt6p in th6 march towards a r6storaticn of the origins1
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politioal  aims and purpoaeo of the Charter of the United Nations and the

realisation of the vision of the found6rs  of the Organisation and the authors

o f  its Chartar.

As His Royal Highness the knit of the Stat6 of Kuwait pointed out in his

statement b6fOr6  the Gen6ral Assembly last month, this antion will be

immortalioed in the annals of history as a great achievement of this

Organisation and will serve as a warning to anyone who may entertain thoughts

of  brutal is ing others  to realise falao embitions  or to sat isfy an ov6rpowering

whim that the Unit6d Nations will deter him. The exp6rience  of Kuwait has

prOV6d  to the world that on the threshold of the twenty-first century it is no

longer possible, after all the progreas  mad6 by man, to allow the ub6 of force

in international r6latione sad that th6 violation of th6 souereignty  and

ind6p6nd6nUO  of any small or large country cannot b6 tolerated.

The terms of rtifer6nco  and th6 burin6rs of our Committee assum greater

impOrtsnC6  b6CaUsO  Of the Ongoing pOSitiV6 change8  in international

r6lationr. Thr guestion of diaarmam6nt  ha6 becom6 a lofty and coxunon  goal of

all humanity. This sterna from y6t another lofty goal, nam6ly,  th6 466186 to

ensure the survival of man, to ward off th6 spectra  of 6xtermination and save

the great many r6sourc6s  wasted on weaponr  of maw destruction  and channel

thO60 resOurc6s constructiv6ly  to development and thr welfare of people.

My dolegation  is d62ight6d to witnesr the d6V6lOpinents  in the field of

disarmament. We ar6 also pl6ar6d by the r6ceat schievements of tLe two

super-Pow6rs in the form of agteem6atr and historic initiatlvee that have

brought our world a long way towards the aChi6V6mOnt  of th6 lofty goals of

disarmamnt.
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while such initietives and 8gt%em%nts proceed from the desire of thdn 

to maintain world peaceI we find that in our world today there are eektaia 

regimes that are determined to retrogress and contradict the spirit 66 our 

age c and thereby X&g b&irk! tbc march of c5viliz+x%tioms iaa "&air striving to 

develop and stack#le every typa af #CM dsvk%x~ of mass destruction. By 

investing ina such w%apon~~ such reqimgs squander the wealth and. resources 

which their people% noed desperately for their development, well-being and 

prosperity. 

Just as the Iraq$ reginat, by Its act of aggrel~s~oa and its occupation of 

my peaceful cox,~Ary~ b&s demonstratad that the security of every Stat% in 

today's interdependent world is an integral and iadiviaible whole, it has 

demonstrated also that it 5s in ths int%r%at of the international community., 

its common destiny and the survival of its future generations, that that 

community should take a single, uarffied and firm stand against any regime tha.t 

tries tu impede this historic impetus towards disararameat and thereby turns 

back the clock. Such regimes, d%c%it and trickery, try to build arsenals of 

GX%BS destruction in, defiance of the fnternat8onal will and resolutions 

anaaaatng from 5nteraational legality. The inters&s of humanity and tbe 

common destiny of man rsquire that this international stand should be much 

tn~t% determined aad firm when w% find ours%lv%s faced with regimes that would 

not boaitate to use such w%apona of mass deatructiou, without a qualm, against 

peacefu31 countriesl with no other justification but tW desire of expansion, 

dsminatios and infIaencs, 

fhwait, given ita nat’ al respormaibilitiss, will take %ll. necessary 
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coordination with the State6  of the gulf Cooperation Council and certain other

neighbouring and friendly countrier.

Thp recent developm6nta  in the Qulf have demonstrat6d  beyond a doubt that

the call to deolare the Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free  aone is an

inevitable must that is of the highest priority in the context of the new

world Ord6rr whiah started with the end of the oold war.
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The emergence of that new world order was strengthened by the positive eland

of the international oommunity  on the side of Kuwaiti  right. This was further

strengthened by the post-Kuwait liberation measures and resolutions and the

efforts of the major Powers in the direction of their nuclear disarmsment

which have broadened the scope of b and fOStet6d  a new spirit of

cooperation. All this  has had posit ive effects in the areas of  international

relat ions,  the resolution of  regional  confl icts , and on the way States regard

the new role of the United Nations.

When we talk of declaring th6 Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free aone,  we

do not limit ourselves to Iraq. All the countries of the region must b6 part

of the sone, especially Israel which, as the international community is well

aware, possesses a nuclear arsenal that has a destabilising effect on the

region and compels other countries in the region to attempt to match its

capabi l i t i e s . The international community is well aware also that Israel

refuses to accede to the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty 80 that it can use

its nuclear weapons to threaten  the countries of the region. Today's events,

like those of the past ,  prove that  no nuclear arsenal,  irrespective of i t s

deStruCtiv6  DOwerr can guarantee p6ace or stability for any people) it can

only force other States into a fearsome arms race that escalates tension,

depletes energy and resourctw,  and prolongs conflicts.

While we urge that the huge momentum created by the positive developments

in the atens of international relations should be taken advantage of in

declaring the Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free son6, I cannot but welcome the

historic initiative OA the Prasid6nt  of the United States, Mr. George Bush, to

I make 4rastic  reduction6 in his country's nuclear arsenal. I also welcome tho

positive resporJe of President Gorbachev of the Soviet Union. Those two
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leaders have proved that the march of detente and progress towards a new world

order has gained naw momentum and has become irreversible.

That is the spirit we hope will prevail in our region, and lead it to the

safe haven of peace, security and stability.

pk. MU- (Romania): It is a great pleasure and a privilege for

me most warmly to congratulate Ambassador Mrooiewico  on his election to the

chairmanship of the First Committee. I am sure that, under his dynamic and

able leadership, the prospects for a successful session are good. We a8mre

the Chairman of our full support and cooperation. The good wishes and

congratulations of my delegation go also to the other officer8 of the

Committee.

The F i r s t  Committee is meeting at an important time for international

peace and security. In the last two years we have experienced dramatic

changes and developments in the international arena. We have entered a

crucial era of transition as we rearch for a new world arder. Notion8

directly or indirectly connected to the language of the cold war are well

behind us. With the spectacular crumbling of East-West confrontation, the way

has been opened for new, creative security structurea. In the wake of the

Gulf war, the role of the United Nations in international peace and security

matters is much more consistent with the wonderful provisions of the Charter.

As a non-permanent member of the Security Council, Romania offered its own

contribution to that very important undertaking, which will have a particular

impact on the Jnternational  security climate. We fully rhare  the opinion that

no effort should be spared to build upon the mome~twn which haa now been

generated. In this context, arms control and disarmament should also be

viewed from a new perspective.
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In Europe, we are witnessing fundamental changes with emerging

qualitat ive changes in security relations, The Paris summit meeting in

November last year and the Charter for a New Europe signed on that occasion

should be viewed as a milestone on the road towards a new identity for our

continent, opening up unprecedented prospects for security and cooperation.

Addressing the situation in Europe today, one cannot ignore the

legitimate concerns of Eastern European countries with respect to their

secur i ty . In a period when we are working intensively for the building up of

an all-European cultural area, establishing a common human dimension and

expanding economic integration, the necessity of creating a new security

system also arisea. During his  off icial  vis i t  to Bucharest,  the

Secretary-general of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation  (NATO),

Mr. Manfred  Wiirnar, expressed the opinion that Romania’s security concerns,

like the security concerns of Other Eastern countriee,  must be t&ken into

consideration in any new arrangements in Europe, Under the prevailing

ciraumstances,  like other states in the area, Romania is turning to NATO with

many of its expectations in the field of national security and regional

stabil i ty,  because that  al l iance, which is proving its capacity to adapt to

the new realities of the continent, plays a major role in the Europe of today

snd will play an important role in the Europe of tomorrow. We entirely share

the conviction expressed by NATO member States that Vhelr own security is

inseparably linked to that of all other States in Europe”. We value all the

more the common decision of NATO member States to “give expression to their

commitment to an evolving security partnership”.
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As for achieving greater stability and security at a lower level of

armaments, the conclusion of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in

Europe, as well as the new set of confidence- and seaurity-building measures

agreed upon in the Viena Document are very important steps towards this goal.

The ongoing negotiations on military manpower levels in Europe, along

with: the negotiations on additional confidence- and security-building

measures, offer further opportunit ies  for strengthening stabil i ty  an3 security

on our continent. We share the opinion expressed here by the Netherlands

delegetion  in the name of the 12 membsrs of the European Cosssunity that the

furthor developement  of a security dialogue and of arms control measures will

be embedded  in the wider framework of the process of the Conference on

Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCS). In this respect, Romania is

activaly  participating in the consultstions aimed at l otablishiag new

nsgotiations  in 1992, after the conclusion of the ttelsinki follow-up meeting.

Along with other European countriss , we welcome the encouraging outcome of the

recent exploratory round on an open skies agreement as an important step

toward11  military transparency and confidence-building measures. The bilateral

agreomcint  between Romania sad Hungary on an open skies regime rigned  last May

in Bucharest is a pioneering step in this regard.



(Mr* Munteanu, Romania) 

Unfartunately, we casxaot say that there are no obstacles in %the way of 

promoting a new and effective system of regional seeurity, stability and peace 

throughout Europe, A case in point is the conflict in Yugoslavia. We welcome 

and support the efforts of the European Economic Community (EEC) to encourage 

a political settlement of the YugosPav crisis. Romania was actively involved 

in, and contributed to, the negotiations and adoption of the Security Council 

resolution on this matter. As neighbouts, we are of the opinion that 

countries bordering Yugoslavia have a great responsibility to facilitate a 

solution at the negotiating table. Romania strictly implements tbe general 

and complete embargo on any deliveries of weapons and military eguipment to 

Yugoslavia, called for in Security Council resolution 713 (1991). 

The year 1991 will be considered very important in the field of arms 

control and disarmament. The whole world and primarily the European nations 

received with great satisfaction the new3 of the destruction of the last 

United State3 and Soviet land-based intermediate-range nuclear missiles in 

accordance with the Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and 

Shorter-Range Missiles (ENF Treaty). The conclusion of the Strategic Arms 

Reduction Treaty (START} between the United State3 and the Soviet Union is 

fundamental to the nuclear arm3 coatrol and verification process. In 

particular it leads to increasing stability through substantial reductions of 

the mast destabilizing strategic offensive weapons, namely ballistic 

ml.ssiles. The START Treaty also provides the basis for further steps and 

measure3 for nuclear arms control. We welcome with satisfaction the otstement 

made in this Contnittee by Mr. Ronald F,Lehunan II, Director of the United 

States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, to the effect that the United 

Stats3 has every intention 5% ratifying the START Treaty and trusts that the 

Soviet Union will do the same. 
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The unilrteral  initiatives on nuclear arms recently announced by

President Bush, and reciprocated by President Gorbachev, are highly important

steps towards lower levels of armaments and greater security. I t  i s  very

encouraging that the two leading nuclear Powers are thus demonstrating their

special responsibility and commitment. We consider these decisions a great

contribution to efforts aimed at further strengthening stability and

international security in the nuclear era. From the perspective of a European

country, the particular significance of these now measures and proposals is

that, for the first time, they concern the class of short-range nuclear

missiles deployed in large numbers in Europe. The elimination of all

ground-launched theatre nuclear weapons, the removal of all tactical nuclear

weapons from surface ships, attack submarines and basas for land-based naval

aircraft, and the destruction of many of these weapons constitute a

particularly constructive and positive response to the new realities

prevailing in Europe and promote the stability and security of the

international community as a whole. We consider the decisions of the United

States and the Soviet Union to remove strategic bombers from alert status aad

to return their weapons to storage areas as an important move in further

improving the international climate and, primarily, in reducing the risks of a

nuclear strike by error or accident. The cessation of certain programmes for

the development of some types of nuclear weapons anti the freesing of the

existing levels of other similar weapons, announced by the United States and

by the Soviet Union, may be considered as part of the normal trend now

prevail ing and reflecting the new reali t ies  in bi lateral  as  well  as

international  relat ions.

.I” -.- ,-a_.,.  _i-.,i

1’1 f3.d Copy Available
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We welaome the decision of tbe two nuclear Powers to adopt immediate

unilateral measures without waiting for negotiations tc establish a legal

bilateral framework. We are confident that, once implemented, such measures

will become an irreversible International trend. In the same posit ive spirit ,

we particularly appreciate the measures announced concerning nuclear-weapons

reduction6 and the proposals aimed at opening intensive negotiations for the

further limitation of the nualear  arsenals of the two nuclear Powers.

President Bush's  init iat ive,  the posit ive response of

President Gorbachev, the retest proposals of President Mitterrand, as well as

the positive reactions of appreciation and support coming from capitals all

over the world indicate that we are on the threshold of a process conducive to

the dismantling of the basic mechanisms of nuclear armaments.

Committed as it is to the aim of complete cessation of nuclear tests for

obvious practical reasons, my country favours the principle of gradually

reaching that objective. In keeping with such a realistic and flexible

approach, Romania welcomes the entry into force of the protocols to the

threshold test-ban Treaty and to the Treaty on underground nuclear explosions

for peaceful purposes, rigned  by the United Stst,w and the Soviet Union in

June 1990. In this aontext, we take note of a clear trend towards limiting

nuclear testing by decreasing the number of actual explosions.

Romania favours the re-establishment at the 1992 session of the

Conference of Disarmament  of the Ad Hoc Committee to continue consideration of

a nuclear test-ban initiated at this ycur’s session of the Conference. We
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look forward to increasing our contribution to the substantive work of the

Ad Hoc Committee, as well aa of the Ad #oc Group of Scientific BXpert8  to

Consider International Cooperative Measures to Detect and Identify Sefamic

Events.

Since the beginning of 1990 Romania has been fully comnitted to, and has

actively participated in, the current multilateral effort6 to strengthen the

global non-proliferation regime. In keepinq with its non-proliferation

commitements, Romania hae a firm policy of, and has recently adopted, special

regulations on oxports control regarding all items related to the production

of weaponr3. This year my country has been accepted for membership in the

Nuclear Suppliers Group., In  the  aame sp i r i t , Romania haa decided to accept

the guidelines of the Miesile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and to accede

to this Group. We have close relation8 with the members of the Australian

Group working to increase the effectiveness of its control on chemical and

biological  materials.

Romania considers the NPT aa a cornerstone of the international regime of

nuclear non-proliferation. We welcome the accession to the NPT of Mosambique,

South Africa, Tanaania,  Zambia and Zimbabwe. The intention of France and

China to become parties to the NPT are of particular importance. By this

action, all permanent members of the Security Council will have acceded to

the Treaty which is one of the pillars of a stable international system of

peace and security. An efficient non-proliferation regime requires

appropriate meatsureR to prevent access to nuclear materials, equipment and

technology for other than peaceful purposes. My country is fulfilling in good
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faith all the obligations it aerumed under the NF+T  and the International

Atomie Energy Agency (IABA) syrrtem of safeguards, as well as other recognised

international arrangements in the field of nuclear transfers which are an

integral part of the non-proliferation regime.
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Since the Gulf War, there has been a growing concern on the part of the

international community over chemical weapons and their possible use and

proliferation. We consider that the earliest possible conclusion of a

convention on the complete and effective prohibition of the development,

production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction has

become a matter of utmost importance and urgency. Romania participates in the

process of negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament on the draft

convention on chemical weapons and, like other countries, has taken a number

of constructive steps to increase confidence and promote the conclusion of

such a convention. My country, which is unequivocally committed to the

achievement of a total and comprehensive ban of chemical weapons, has

repeatedly declared during the last two years that it possesses no chemical

weapons and has no means of producing them or any intention of acquiring

them. Romania intends to become an original party to the chemical-weapons

convent ion. I am pleased to announce that with respect to chemical weapons,

and more specifically to the 1925 Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in

War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods

of Warfare, the Romanian Parliament this year adopted a law on the withdrawal

of the reservations made to this Protocol a long time ago. For our part, we

consider that, after the statement of 13 May by President Bush and the

progress made in the negotiations, there are fair reasons to hope that the

chemical weapons convention will be concluded during the course of 1992.

With respect to the Third Review Conference of the biological weapons

Convention, the agreement reached on improving and supplementing

confidence-building measures, as well as on convening a meeting uf experts on

ver i f i ca t ion , may be regarded as major achievements. On that occzasion,

Romania presented a working document on measures at the national level to
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promote the objectives of non-proliferation by transparency  and control, as

well as some proposals for strengthening the Convention regime.

2omania  attaches great importance to regional arms control and

disarmament measures. It  is  normal that  init iat ives and action in this  f ield

should be taken mainly by the countries concerned in accordance with the

specif ic  characterist ics  of  each region. It would be useful for some general

principles to be drawn from the positive experience gathered so far. The

conclusion of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe and the Vienna

Document on a new set of confidence- and security-building measures, adopted

in the framework of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe

(CSCE),  deserve to be mentioned in this context. It appears that regional

arms control and disarmament measures should address first of all the most

destabil is ing mil i tary capabilitiesi  should result  in a  stable mil i tary

balance at the lowest possible levels, offering equal and undiminished

security for all and being reinforced by adequate verification; and should not

lead to increased arms transfers to other regions.

Ttis leads me to the issue of international arms transfers. My

delegation welcomes the Study (A/46/301) on Ways and Means of Promoting

Transparency in the International Transfers of Conventional Arms, prepared by

a group of governmental experts. One of the concrete proposals put forward in

this document concerns the establishment of a universal and non-discriminatory

arms-transfer register under the auspices of the United Nations. As

Ambassador Doaowaki of Japan stressed here in his important statement on this

subject, a United Nations arms-transfer register is meant only for greater
I

transparency as a first step in confidence building. Due note should be taken

of the importance of  exercising careful  restraints  in  arms transfers  and of
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the necessity to promote disarmament in all its aspects. The Romanian

delegation is ready to support and sponsor a concrete initiative in this field

emerging from the consultations between the Twelve, Japan and other interested

countries and to offer its own contribution in order for the draft resolution

to receive the overwhelming agreement of the members of the Committee.

Transparency in international arms transfer8 is just one aspect in the

larger context of the promotion of openness and objective information on

military matters in general. Annual reporting of military budgets and wider

participation in this exercise could offer additional elements for

strengthening mutual confidence. We welcome and support the growing attention

paid by the Disarmament Commission to the subject of objective information on

military matters. We also note with satisfaction the increasing role of the

United Nations disarmament machinery in promoting in-depth and new approaches

espec ia l ly  in  the  f i e ld  o f  ver i f i ca t ion . We express our appreciation for the

dynamic efforts and contributions of the Department for Disarmament Affairs in

the field of multilateral dimensions of arms control and disarmament.

As a member State of the Conference on Disarmament, Romania is

particularly interested in the further improvement of the functioning of this

multilateral negotiating body dealing with the control of armaments and

disarmament. We welcome the increase in the number of States participating in

the work of the Conference. Although those State8 do not enjoy the status of

full members, many of them are making very significant contributions. A vivid

example in this respect is the unprecedentedly  large participation of

observers in the negotiations on the chemical weapon8 convention. Rfforts  t c

ensure further improvement of the wor&  of the Geneva Conference should to be

made in order to increase its efficiency and purpose-oriented activity.
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With respect to the First Committee of the General  Assembly, we endorse

particularly the ideas and proposal8 aimed at the rationalisation of its

procedures and the streamlining of its agenda. The real problems of today,

approached in a more realistic manner , must prevail in our deliberation8 and

negotiations and in the outcome of our work. It is now increasingly

recognised that neither the degree of confrontation nor the number of

resolutions adopted is a real criterion of our activity and the results

thereof . We are here first of all to set priorities for an active and

constructive search for meaningful consensus on practical solutions and

guidelines for multilateral efforts in the field of arms control and

disarmament.

The meet- rose at 12.40 ~.m.


